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Abstract
Let G be a finite group and σ a partition of the set of all primes P, that is, σ = {σi | i ∈ I},
where P =
⋃
i∈I σi and σi∩σj = ∅ for all i 6= j. If n is an integer, we write σ(n) = {σi | σi∩pi(n) 6=
∅} and σ(G) = σ(|G|).
We say that a chief factor H/K is: pi-central in G (pi ⊆ P) if H/K and G/CG(H/K) are
pi-groups; σ-central in G if H/K is σi-central in G for some i; the symbol F{σi}(G) denotes the
largest normal {σi}-nilpotent subgroup of G.
The group G is said to be: σ-soluble if every chief factor H/K of G is a σi-group for some
i = i(H/K); σ-nilpotent if every chief factor of G is σ-central in G; {σi}-nilpotent if every chief
factor H/K of G with σ(H/K) ∩ σi 6= ∅ is σ-central in G.
The symbol Nσ denotes the class of all σ-nilpotent groups; an Nσ-critical group is a non-σ-
nilpotent group whose all proper subgroups are σ-nilpotent.
We call a graph Γ with the set of all vertices V (Γ) = σ(G) (G 6= 1) a σ-arithmetic graph
of G, and we associate with G 6= 1 the following three directed σ-arithmetic graphs: (1) the
σ-Hawkes graph ΓHσ(G) of G is a σ-arithmetic graph of G in which (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓHσ(G)) if
σj ∈ σ(G/F{σi}(G)); (2) the σ-Hall graph ΓσHal(G) of G in which (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓσHal(G)) if for
some Hall σi-subgroup H of G we have σj ∈ σ(NG(H)/HCG(H)); (3) the σ-Vasil’ev-Murashko
graph ΓNσ (G) of G in which (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ(G)) if for some Nσ-critical subgroup H of G we
have σi ∈ σ(H) and σj ∈ σ(H/F{σi}(H)).
In this paper, we study the structure of G depending on the properties of these three graphs
of G. In particular, we prove the following result.
Theorem 1.4. Let G 6= 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) G has a normal series 1 = G1 < G2 < · · · < Gt−1 < Gt = G in which for every i = 1, . . . , t,
Gi/Gi−1 is a σij -group and Gi−1 and G/Gi are σ
′
ij
-groups for some σij ∈ σ(G);
(2) ΓHσ(G) has no circuits;
(3) G is σ-soluble and ΓNσ(G) has no circuits.
1 Introduction
Throughout this paper, all groups are finite and G always denotes a finite group. Moreover, P is the
set of all primes, pi ⊆ P and pi′ = P \ pi. If n is an integer, then the symbol pi(n) denotes the set of
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all primes dividing n; as usual, pi(G) = pi(|G|), the set of all primes dividing the order of the group
G. We say that a chief factor H/K is pi-central (in G) if H/K and G/CG(H/K) are pi-groups.
We write V (Γ) to denote the set of all vertices of the graph Γ, E(Γ) is the set of all edges of Γ.
If Γ1 is a graph such that V (Γ1) ⊆ V (Γ) and E(Γ) ⊆ E(Γ1), then Γ1 is a subgraph of Γ and in this
case we write Γ1 ⊆ Γ. If Γ1 and Γ2 are graphs, then their union Γ = Γ1
⋃
Γ2 is a graph such that
V (Γ) = V (Γ1)
⋃
V (Γ2) and E(Γ) = E(Γ1)
⋃
E(Γ2).
A graph Γ with V (Γ) = pi(G) is called an arithmetic graph of G [1]. From the properties of
arithmetic graphs of the group G, you can extract meaningful information about the structure of G
(see Introductions in [1, 2]).
A classic example of an arithmetic graph of G is the Gru¨enberg-Kegel graph Γp(G) in which
(q, r) ∈ E(Γp(G)) if G has an element of order qr. Graphs of this type proved useful in analyzing
of many questions of the group theory (see, in particular, [3, 4, 5]). The Hawkes graph ΓH(G) of
G is another example arithmetic graph of G in which (q, r) ∈ E(ΓH(G)) if q ∈ pi(G/Fp(G)), where
Fp(G) = Op′,p(G) is the largest normal p-nilpotent subgroup of G. Hawkes proved [6] that G is a
Sylow tower group if and only if the graph ΓH(G) has no circuits. Further applications of such a
graph were found in the recent papers [1, 2]. Note that the Hawkes graph of G is directed. Two
another interesting directed arithmetic graphs of a group were used in the papers [7, 8, 1, 2]. First
recall that the Sylow graph ΓS(G) of G [7] is an arithmetic graph of G in which (p, q) ∈ E(ΓS(G))
if q ∈ pi(NG(P )/PCH(P )) for some Sylow p-subgroup P of G. Kazarin and others proved in [7] that
ΓS(G) is connected and its diameter is at most 5 whenever G is an almost simple group. Recall also
that the N-critical or the Vasil’ev-Muraschko graph ΓNc(G) of G [1] is an arithmetic graph of G
in which (p, q) ∈ E(ΓNc(G)) if for some p-closed Schmidt subgroup A of G we have pi(A) = {p, q}.
Vasil’ev and Murashko proved in [1] that if pi1, . . . , pin are sets of vertices of connected components
in ΓNc(G), then G = Opi1(G)× · · · ×Opin(G).
Now let σ any partition of P, that is, σ = {σi | i ∈ I}, where P =
⋃
i∈I σi and σi ∩ σj = ∅ for all
i 6= j. When studying the σ-properties of a group G, that are, properties of G which are defined by
the choice of σ, it is convenient to use the σ-analogues of arithmetic graphs of G.
By analogy with the notations pi(n) and pi(G), we write σ(n) = {σi | σi ∩ pi(n) 6= ∅} and
σ(G) = σ(|G|) [9]. We call any graph Γ with V (Γ) = σ(G) (G 6= 1) a σ-arithmetic graph of G.
Before continuing, we recall some basic concepts and notations of the theory of σ-properties of
groups.
The group G is said to be [10]: σ-soluble if every chief factor H/K of G is a σi-group for some
i = i(H/K); σ-nilpotent if every chief factor H/K of G is σ-central in G, that is, H/K is σi-central
in G for some i = i(H/K); {σi}-nilpotent if every chief factor H/K of G with σ(H/K) ∩ σi 6= ∅ is
σ-central in G ; the symbol F{σi}(G) denotes the largest normal {σi}-nilpotent subgroup of G.
The symbol Nσ denotes the class of all σ-nilpotent groups; an Nσ-critical group is a non-σ-
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nilpotent group whose all proper subgroups are σ-nilpotent. A Schmidt group is a non-nilpotent
group whose all proper subgroups are nilpotent.
Now we associate with G 6= 1 three directed σ-arithmetic graphs.
Definition 1.1. (1) The σ-Hawkes graph ΓHσ(G) of G is a σ-arithmetic graph of G in which
(σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓHσ(G)) if σj ∈ σ(G/F{σi}(G)).
(2) The σ-Hall graph ΓσHal(G) of G in which (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓσHal(G)) if for some Hall σi-subgroup
H of G we have σj ∈ σ(NG(H)/HCG(H)).
(3) The σ-Vasil’ev-Murashko graph ΓNσ(G) of G in which (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ (G)) if for some
Nσ-critical subgroup H of G we have σi ∈ σ(H) and σj ∈ σ(H/F{σi}(H)).
Note that from the properties of Schmidt groups [11, III, Satz 5.2] it follows in the case when
σ = σ1 = {{2}, {3}, . . .} (we use here the notations in [9]) we have ΓHσ(G) = ΓH(G), ΓσHal(G) =
ΓS(G) and ΓNσ(G) = ΓNc(G).
Proposition 1.2. Let G 6= 1. Then
(1)
ΓσHal(G) ⊆ ΓNσ(G) ⊆ ΓHσ(G) (∗).
Moreover, in general, both inclusions in (*) may be strict, and
(2) the equalities
ΓσHal(G) = ΓNσ(G) = ΓHσ(G)
hold if and only if the graph ΓHσ(G) has no loops, that is, G is σ-soluble with lσi(G) ≤ 1 (see [14,
p. 249]) for all σi ∈ σ(G).
Proposition 1.2 is a motivation for the following
Question 1.3. What is the structure of the group G 6= 1 in which the equality ΓσHal(G) =
ΓNσ(G) holds?
Our first goal is to prove the following analogous of the above-mentioned Hawkes result.
Theorem 1.4. Let G 6= 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) G has a normal series 1 = G1 < G2 < · · · < Gt−1 < Gt = G in which for every i = 1, . . . , t,
Gi/Gi−1 is a σij -group and Gi−1 and G/Gi are σ
′
ij
-groups for some σij ∈ σ(G);
(2) ΓHσ(G) has no circuits;
(3) G is σ-soluble and ΓNσ(G) has no circuits.
From Proposition 1.2(2) and Theorem 1.4 we get
Corollary 1.5 (Hawkes [6]). Let G 6= 1. Then G is a Sylow tower group if and only if the graph
ΓH(G) has no circuits.
Corollary 1.6 (See Theorem 7.1 in [1]). Let G 6= 1. If ΓNc(G) has no circuits, then G is a Sylow
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tower group.
The integers n and m are called σ-coprime if σ(n) ∩ σ(m) = ∅.
Theorem 1.7. Let 1 6= G = AB = BC = AC, where A, B and C are σ-soluble subgroups of G.
Then the following statements hold.
(1) If G is σ-soluble, then ΓNσ(A)
⋃
ΓNσ(B)
⋃
ΓNσ(C) = ΓNσ(G).
(2) If the indices |G : A|, |G : B|, |G : C| are pair σ-coprime, then ΓHσ(A)
⋃
ΓHσ(B)
⋃
ΓHσ(C) =
ΓHσ(G).
Since every group G = AB = BC = AC, where A, B and C are soluble subgroups of G, is soluble
by [12], we get from Theorem 1.7 the following
Corollary 1.8 (See Theorem 6.2 in [1]) Let 1 6= G = AB = BC = AC, where A, B and C are
soluble subgroups of G. Then:
(1) ΓNc(A)
⋃
ΓNc(B)
⋃
ΓNc(C) = ΓNc(G), and
(2) if the indices |G : A1|, |G : A2|, |G : A3| are pair coprime, then ΓH(A)
⋃
ΓH(B)
⋃
ΓH(C) =
ΓH(G).
In what follows, Π ⊆ σ and Π′ = σ \ Π. An integer n is called a Π-number if σ(n) ⊆ Π. A
subgroup H of G is said to be a Hall Π-subgroup of G if |G : H| is a Π′-number and H is a Π-group,
that is, |H| is a Π-number; G is called Π-closed if G has a normal Hall Π-subgroup.
In proving of Theorems 1.4 and 1.7, the next two propositions turned out to be useful.
Proposition 1.9. Let G 6= 1 and Π1 = Π ∩ σ(G) and Π2 = Π
′ ∩ σ(G). Let Γ be a σ-arithmetic
graph of G. Suppose that for every σi ∈ Π2 there is no σj ∈ Π1 such that (σi, σj) ∈ E(Γ). If either
Γ = ΓHσ(G) or G is σ-soluble and Γ = ΓNσ(G), then G is Π1-closed.
Corollary 1.10 (See Theorem 5.1 in [1]). Let G 6= 1 and pi1 = pi ∩ pi(G) and pi2 = pi
′ ∩ pi(G).
Suppose that for every p ∈ pi2 there is no p ∈ pi1 such that (p, q) ∈ E(ΓH(G)). Then G is pi1-closed.
Proposition 1.11. Suppose that G is a σ-soluble minimal non-Π-closed group, that is, G is not
Π-closed but every proper subgroup of G is Π-closed. Then G is a Π′-closed Schmidt group.
Finally, we prove the following
Theorem 1.12. Let G 6= 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) G is σ-nilpotent;
(2) Each vertex of the graph ΓHσ(G) is isolated.
(3) Each vertex of the graph ΓNσ(G) is isolated.
(4) G is σ-soluble and each vertex of the graph ΓσHall(G) is isolated.
Corollary 1.13 (See Theorem 5.4 in [1]). Let G 6= 1. If pi1, . . . , pin are sets of vertices of
connected components in ΓNc(G), then G = Opi1(G)× · · · ×Opin(G).
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Proof. Let σ = {pi1, . . . , pin, pi
′
0}, where pi0 = pi1 ∪ · · · ∪ pin. Then from the hypothesis and
Theorem 1.12 it follows that G is σ-nilpotent, that is, G = Opi1(G)× · · · ×Opin(G). The corollary is
proved.
2 {pi}-nilpotent and σ-nilpotent groups
We say that G is {pi}-nilpotent if every chief factor H/K of G such that pi∩pi(H/K) 6= ∅ is pi-central
in G.
In what follows, F is a class of groups containing all identity groups; GF denotes the intersection
of all normal subgroups N of G with G/N ∈ F; GF is the product of all normal subgroups N of G
with N ∈ F. The class F is said to be: a formation if for every group G every homomorphic image of
G/GF belongs to F; a Fitting class if for every group G every normal subgroup of GF belongs to F.
The class F is called: saturated if G ∈ F whenever G/Φ(G) ∈ F; hereditary (Mal’cev [13]) if H ∈ F
whenever H ≤ G ∈ F.
Proposition 2.1. The class of all {pi}-nilpotent groups G{pi} is a hereditary Fitting formation.
Proof. First note that the class G{pi} is obviously closed under taking homomorphic images.
Next we show that G{pi} is a hereditary Fitting class. Let E ≤ G and R and N normal subgroups
of G. First assume that G ∈ G{pi} and let 1 = G0 < G1 < · · · < Gt−1 < Gt = G be a chief series of
G. Consider the series
1 = G0 ∩ E < G1 ∩ E < · · · < Gt−1 ∩ E < Gt ∩E = E
in E and let H/K be a chief factor of E such that pi∩pi(H/K) 6= ∅ and Gk−1∩E ≤ K < H ≤ Gk∩E
for some k. Then pi ∩ pi((Gk ∩ E)/(Gk−1 ∩ E)) 6= ∅ and from the isomorphism
(Gk ∩ E)/(Gk−1 ∩ E) ≃ Gk−1(Gk ∩ E)/Gk−1 = Gk/Gk−1
we get that pi ∩ pi(Gk/Gk−1) 6= ∅, so Gk/Gk−1 and G/CG(Gk/Gk−1) are pi-groups by hypothesis.
Then H/K and
E/(E ∩ CG(Gk/Gk−1)) ≃ ECG(Gk/Gk−1)/CG(Gk/Gk−1)
are pi-groups. But
E ∩ CG(Gk/Gk−1) = E ∩ CG((Gk ∩ E)/(Gk−1 ∩ E)) ≤ CE(H/K)
and so H/K is pi-central in E. Hence every chief factor T/L of E such that σi ∩ pi(T/L) 6= ∅ is pi-
central in E by the Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem for the chief series, that is, E is {pi}-nilpotent. Therefore
the class G{pi} is hereditary.
Now we show that if R,N ∈ G{pi}, then RN ∈ G{pi}. We can assume without loss of generality
that RN = G. Let H/K be any chief factor of G such that pi ∩ pi(H/K) 6= ∅. In view of the
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Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem for the chief series, G has a chief factor T/L such that H/K and T/L are
G-isomorphic and either T ≤ N or N ≤ L.
First we show that if H ≤ R, then H/K and RCG(H/K)/CG(H/K) are pi-groups. Indeed,
H/K = (H1/K)×· · ·×(Ht/K), whereHi/K is a minimal normal subgroup of R/K for all i = 1, . . . , t,
by [15, Chapter A, Proposition 4.13(c)] and so
CR(H1/K) ∩ · · · ∩ CR(Ht/K) = CR(H/K) = CG(H/K) ∩R.
But R/K is {pi}-nilpotent since R ∈ G{pi} and the class G{pi} is closed under taking homomorphic
images. Hence
R/(CR(H1/K) ∩ · · · ∩ CR(Ht/K)) = R/(R ∩ CG(H/K)) ≃ RCG(H/K)/CG(H/K)
is a pi-group. Since R is {pi}-nilpotent and pii ∩ pi(H/K) 6= ∅, it follows that H/K is a pi-group.
Similarly, if T ≤ N , then H/K and
NCG(H/K)/CG(H/K) = NCG(T/L)/CG(T/L)
are pi-groups and so
G/CG(H/K) = (R/CG(H/K)/CG(H/K))(N/CG(H/K)/CG(H/K))
is a pi-group. Hence in this case H/K is pi-central in G.
Now assume that R ≤ K or N ≤ L, R ≤ K say. Then H = R(H ∩ N) = K(H ∩ N) and
so from the G-isomorphism H/K ≃ (H ∩ N)/(K ∩ N) we get that H/K is a pi-group and that
CG(H/K) = CG((H ∩N)/(K ∩N)), where
NCG((H ∩N)/(K ∩N))/CG((H ∩N)/(K ∩N))
is a pi-group by the previous paragraph. On the other hand, R ≤ CG(H/K). Hence
RNCG((H ∩N)/(K ∩N))/CG((H ∩N)/(K ∩N)) = G/CG((H ∩N)/(K ∩N)) = G/CG(H/K)
is a pi-group. Therefore H/K is pi-central in G. Hence RN ∈ G{pi}, so G{pi} is a Fitting class.
Now we have only to show that if G/R,G/N ∈ G{pi} and H/K is a chief factor of G such that
pi ∩ pi(H/K) 6= ∅ and R ∩ N ≤ K, then H/K is pi-central in G. If RK 6= RH, then from the
G-isomorphisms
HR/KR ≃ H/(H ∩KR) = H/K(H ∩R) = H/K
and (HR/R)/(KR/R) ≃ HR/KR we get that H/K is pi-central in G. Finally, assume that RK =
RH. Then from the G-isomorphisms H/K ≃ (H ∩ R)/(K ∩ R) and (H ∩ R)N/(K ∩ R)N ≃
(H ∩R)/(K ∩R) we again get that H/K is pi-central in G. The proposition is proved.
Corollary 2.2. The class of all σ-nilpotent groups Nσ is a hereditary Fitting formation.
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.1 and the fact that Nσ =
⋂
i∈I G{σi}.
We say that a maximal subgroup M of G is pi-normal in G if either |G : M | is a pi′-number or
some chief factor V/MG of G is pi-central in G.
Proposition 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) G is {pi}-nilpotent
(2) G has a normal pi-complement.
(3) G is pi-separable and every maximal subgroup of G is pi-central in G.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Assume that this implication is false and let G be a counterexample of
minimal order. Then pi ∩ pi(G) 6= ∅ 6= pi′ ∩ pi(G).
Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G and C = CG(R). Then G/R is {pi}-nilpotent by
Proposition 2.1, so G/R has a normal pi-complement V/R, that is, a normal Hall pi′-subgroup of
G/R. If R is a pi′-group, then V is a Hall pi′-subgroup of G. Hence we may assume that every
minimal normal subgroup of G is a pi-group since G is pi-separable. Therefore G/C is also a pi-group.
Assume that C 6= G. In view of Proposition 2.1, C is {pi}-nilpotent and so C has a normal σi-
complement U by the choice of G. But U is characteristic in C and U is a Hall pi′-subgroup of G.
Therefore U is a normal pi-complement of G, contrary to our assumption on G. Therefore C = G,
so R ≤ Z(G) ∩ V ≤ Z(V ). Let E be a Hall pi′-subgroup of V . Then V = R×E, so E is a a normal
pi-complement of G. This contradiction completes the proof of the implication (1) ⇒ (2)
(2) ⇒ (1), (3) Assume that G has a normal pi-complement V . Then for every chief factor H/K
of G such that V ≤ K we have V ≤ CG(H/K), so H/K and G/CG(H/K) are pi-group. On the
other hand, for every chief factor H/K of G such that H ≤ V we have pi(H/K) ∩ pi = ∅, so every
chief factor H/K of G such that pi(H/K) ∩ pi 6= ∅ i s pi-central in G by the Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem
for the chief series. Hence G is {pi}-nilpotent, so (2) ⇒ (1). Moreover, if M is a maximal subgroup
of G such that |G : M | is not pi′-number, then for every chief factor V/MG we have G = MV and
so from |G : M | = |MV | : |M | = |V : V ∩M | we get that pi(V/MG) ∩ pi 6= ∅. Hence V/MG of G is
pi-central in G. It is also clea that G is pi-separable. Hence (2) ⇒ (3).
(3) ⇒ (2) Assume that this implication is false and let G be a counterexample of minimal order.
Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G and C = CG(R). Then R is either a pi-group or a pi
′-group.
Moreover, the hypothesis holds for G/R, so G/R has a normal pi-complement V/R by the choice of
G. If R is a pi′-group, then V is a normal pi-complement in G. Therefore R is a pi-group. Then R has
a complement E in V and every two such complements are conjugate in V by the Schur-Zassenhaus
theorem, so G = V NG(E) = RENG(E) = RNG(E) by the Frattini Argumant. Hence R  Φ(G). If
R/1 is pi-central in G, then E ≤ CG(R) and hence V = R×E. But then E is a normal pi-complement
in G. Therefore R/1 is not pi-central in G.
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G such that G = RM . Then |G :M | divides |R|, so some chief
factor V/MG of G is pi-central in G, that is, V/MG and G/CG(V/MG) are pi-groups. Then from the G-
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isomorphism R ≃ RMG/MG we get that RMG/MG 6= V/MG. Hence CG/MG(V/MG) = RMG/MG by
[15, Chapter A, Theorem 15.2(3)], so (G/MG)/(RMG/MG) and hence G/MG are pi-groups. But then
RMG/MG and so R/1 are pi-central in G. This contradiction completes the proof of the implication.
The proposition is proved.
Corollary 2.4. The classes G{pi} and Nσ are saturated.
Proof. First assume that G/Φ(G) ∈ G{pi}. Then G/Φ(G) is pi-separable and every maximal
subgroup of G/Φ(G) is pi-central in G/Φ(G) by Proposition 2.3. It follows that G is pi-separable and
every maximal subgroup of G is pi-central in G. Therefore G ∈ G{pi} by Proposition 2.3. Hence G{pi}
is saturated. But then Nσ =
⋂
i∈I G{σi} is saturated. The lemma is proved.
3 Proofs of Propositions 1.2, 1.9 and 1.11
Lemma 3.1 (See [11, III, 5.2]). If G is a Schmidt group, then G = P ⋊ Q, where P = GN is a
Sylow p-subgroup of G and Q = 〈x〉 is a cyclic Sylow q-subgroup of G. Moreover, Fq(G) = G and
Fp(G) = P 〈x
q〉.
Lemma 3.2. Every Nσ-critical group is a Schmidt group.
Proof. Let G be an Nσ-critical group. It is clear that for some i, G is an Nσ0-critical group,
where σ0 = {σi, σ
′
i}. Hence G is a Schmidt group by [20]. The lemma is proved.
Recall that G is said to be: a Dpi-group if G possesses a Hall pi-subgroup E and every pi-subgroup
of G is contained in some conjugate of E; a σ-full group of Sylow type [9] if every subgroup E of G
is a Dσi-group for every σi ∈ σ(E).
Lemma 3.3 (See Theorems A and B in [21]). Suppose that G is σ-soluble, then G is a σ-full
group of Sylow type and, for every Π ⊆ σ, G has a Hall Π-subgroup E and every Π-subgroup of G
is contained in conjugate of E.
Lemma 3.4. If H is a normal subgroup of G and H/H ∩Φ(G) is Π-closed, then E is Π-closed.
Proof. Let Φ = H ∩ Φ(G) and V/Φ be a normal Hall Π-subgroup of H/Φ. Let D be a Hall
Π′-subgroup of Φ. Then D is a normal Hall Π′-subgroup of V , so V has a Hall Π-subgroup, E
say, by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem. It is clear that V is pi-soluble, where pi =
⋃
σi∈σ(D)
σi, so
any two Hall Π-subgroups of V are conjugated in V . Therefore by the Frattini Argument we have
G = V NG(E) = (E(H ∩Φ(G)))NG(E) = NG(E). Thus E is normal in G. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 3.5. Let T/L be a non-identity section of G. Then
(1) ΓHσ(T/L) is a subgraph of ΓHσ(G), and
(2) ΓNσ(T/L) is a subgraph of ΓNσ(G).
(3) If T = G is σ-soluble, then ΓσHal(G/L) is a subgraph of ΓσHal(G).
Proof. (1) Let (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓHσ(T )), that is, σj ∈ σ(T/F{σi}(T )). In view of Proposition 2.1,
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F{σi}(G) ∩ T ≤ F{σi}(T ), so from the isomorphism T/(F{σi}(G) ∩ T ) ≃ F{σi}(G)T/F{σi}(G) we get
that σj ∈ σ(TF{σi}(G)/F{σi}(G)) and hence (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓHσ(G)). Thus ΓHσ(T ) ⊆ ΓHσ(G).
Now let (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓHσ(T/L)), that is, σj ∈ σ((T/L)/F{σi}(T/L)). Observe that F{σi}(T )L/L ≤
F{σi}(T/L) by Proposition 2.1 since
F{σi}(T )L/L ≃ F{σi}(T )/(F{σi}(T ) ∩ L)
and so
σj ∈ σ((T/L)/(F{σi}(T )L/L)) = σ(T/F{σi}(T )L) =
= σ((T/F{σi}(T ))/(F{σi}(T )L/F{σi}(T ))) ⊆ σ(T/F{σi}(T )),
so (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓHσ(T )). Thus
ΓHσ(T/L) ⊆ ΓHσ(T ) ⊆ ΓHσ(G).
(2) It is clear that ΓNσ(T ) ⊆ ΓNσ(G). Now let (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ(T/L)), that is, T/L has an
Nσ-critical subgroup H/L such that σi ∈ σ(H/L) and σj ∈ σ((H/L)/F{σi}(H/L)). From Lemmas
3.1 and 3.2 it follows that H/L is a p-closed Schmidt group with {p, q} = pi(H/L), where p ∈ σi and
q ∈ σj. Let U be a minimal supplement of L in H. Then U ∩L ≤ Φ(U), so pi(U) = {p, q} and U is a
p-closed non-nilpotent group by Lemma 3.4. Moreover, U is not σ-nilpotent, so U has an Nσ-critical
subgroup A. From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that A = P ⋊Q is a p-closed Schmidt group with
{p, q} = pi(A) for some p ∈ σi and q ∈ σj , where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of A and Q = 〈x〉 is a cyclic
Sylow q-subgroup of A and Fq(A) = A and Fp(A) = P 〈x
q〉, which implies that F{σi}(A) = Fp(A)
and so σj ∈ σ(A/F{σi}(A)). Therefore (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ(T )). Hence
ΓNσ(T/L) ⊆ ΓNσ(T ) ⊆ ΓNσ(G).
(3) Let (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ (G/L)), that is, for some Hall σi-subgroup H/L of G/L we have σj ∈
σ(NG/L(H/L)/(H/L)CG/L(H/L)). In view of Lemma 3.3, for some Hall σi-subgroup U of G we
have H/L = UL/L. Moreover, from Lemma 3.3 it follows that NG/L(H/L) = NG(U)L/L. It is clear
also that CG(U)L/L ≤ CG/L(H/L). Then for some σj-element xL = gL of NG/L(H/L), where g is a
σj-element of ∈ NG(U), we have g 6∈ CG(U). Hence g 6∈ CG(U)U since CG(U) is normal in CG(U)U
and U is a σi-group, where i 6= j. But then σj ∈ σ(NG(U)/UCG(U)), so (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ(G)).
Therefore
ΓσHal(G/L) ⊆ ΓσHal(G).
The lemma is proved.
Proof of Proposition 1.2. (1) Assume that (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓσHal(G)) and let H be a Hall
σi-subgroup of G such that σj ∈ σ(NG(H)/HCG(H)). Then i 6= j and for some non-identity σj-
element gHCG(H) of NG(H)/HCG(H), there is a σj-element a 6= 1 of NG(H) such that gHCG(H) =
aHCG(H). Hence a 6∈ CG(H), so E = H ⋊ 〈a〉 is non-σ-nilpotent σi-closed group. Let A be an
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Nσ-critical subgroup of E. Then, in view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, A = P ⋊Q, where P is a Sylow
p-subgroup and Q is a Sylow q-subgroup of A for some p ∈ σi and q ∈ σj and Q  F{σi}(A). Then
σj ∈ σ(A/F{σi}(A)). Hence (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ(G)). Thus we have ΓσHal(G) ⊆ ΓNσ(G).
Assume that (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ (G)). Then, in view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, G has a Schmidt
subgroup A = Ap ⋊ Aq such that p ∈ σi, q ∈ σj (i 6= j) and Aq  F{σi}(A). Therefore Aq 
F{σi}(G) ∩A ≤ F{σi}(A). Hence (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓHσ(G), so ΓNσ(G) ⊆ ΓHσ(G).
Now we show that both inclusions in (*) may be strict. Let p < q be primes such that p divides
q − 1 and let Cq ⋊Cp be a non-abelian group of order pq. Let G = Cp ≀ (Cq ⋊Cp) = K ⋊ (Cq ⋊Cp),
where K is the base group of the regular wreath product G. Let σ = {σ1, σ2}, where σ1 = {p}
and σ2 = {p}
′. Then K = F{σ1}(G), so (σ1, σ1) ∈ E(ΓHσ(G)). Hence ΓNσ(G) ⊂ ΓHσ(G). We
have also that (σ1, σ2) ∈ E(ΓHσ(G)) but (σ1, σ2) 6∈ E(ΓσHal(G)) since Cq  NG(KCp). Hence
ΓσHal(G) ⊂ ΓNσ(G).
Assume that ΓσHal(G) = ΓHσ(G). Then ΓHσ(G) has no loops in every vertex σi ∈ σ(G). It
follows that G/F{σi}(G) is a σ
′
i-group. On the other hand, by Proposition 2.3, F{σi}(G) is σ
′
i-closed
and so G is σ-soluble with lσi(G) ≤ 1 for all σi ∈ σ(G).
Finally, we show that if G is σ-soluble and lσi(G) ≤ 1 for all σi ∈ σ(G), then ΓσHal(G) = ΓHσ(G).
The inclusion ΓσHal(G) ⊆ ΓHσ(G) follows from Part (1). Next we show that ΓHσ(G) ⊆ ΓσHal(G).
If |σ(G)| = 1, it is evident. Now assume that σ(G) = {σ1, . . . , σt}, where t > 1, and let (σi, σj) ∈
E(ΓHσ(G)). Since lσi(G) ≤ 1, a Hall σi-subgroup H of F{σi}(G) is also a Hall σi-subgroup of G.
Moreover, every two Hall σi-subgroups of F{σi}(G) are conjugate in F{σi}(G) by Lemma 3.3 and
so G = F{σi}(G)NG(H) by the Frattini Argument, which implies that σj ∈ σ(NG(H)/(NG(H) ∩
F{σi}(G))). Hence for some non-identity σj-subgroup U of G we have U  Oσ′i(G) ≤ F{σi}(G) and
U ≤ NG(H). Then UOσ′
i
(G)/Oσ′
i
(G) is a non-identity group, which implies that
UOσ′i(G)/Oσ′i (G)  CG/Oσ′
i
(G)(F{σi}(G)/Oσ′i (G)) = CG/Oσ′
i
(G)(HOσ′i(G)/Oσ′i(G)).
by Theorem 3.2 in [23, Chapter 6]. But then U  CG(H), so U  HCG(H) since i 6= j. Hence σj ∈
σ(NG(H)/HCG(H)), which implies that (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓσHal(G)). Therefore ΓHσ(G) ⊆ ΓσHal(G), so
ΓσHal(G) = ΓHσ(G). Therefore the Statement (2) holds.
The proposition is proved.
Lemma 3.6. If G is a σ-soluble group, then for every σi ∈ σ(G) the group G possesses a maximal
subgroup M such that |G :M | is a σi-number.
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on |G|. Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G.
Then R is a σj-group for some j since G is σ-soluble.
For every σi ∈ σ(G/R) the group G/R possesses a maximal subgroup M/R such that |G/R :
M/R| = |G : M | is a σi-number. Therefore the assertion holds for every σi ∈ σ(G) \ {σj}. If
R ≤ Φ(G), then R is not a Hall subgroup of G, so σ(G) = σ(G/R) and hence the assertion holds for
G. Finally, if R  Φ(G), then for some maximal subgroup M of G we have G = RM and so |G :M |
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is a σj-number. The lemma is proved.
A set H of subgroups of G is said to be a complete Hall σ-set of G [9] if every member 6= 1 of
H is a Hall σi-subgroup of G for some i and H contains exactly one Hall σi-subgroup of G for every
σi ∈ σ(G).
Proof of Proposition 1.11. Suppose that this proposition is false and let G be a counterexample
of minimal order. Then Π ∩ σ(G) 6= ∅ 6= Π′ ∩ σ(G).
By Lemma 3.3, G possesses a complete Hall σ-set {H1, . . . ,Ht}. Without loss of generality
we can assume that Hi is a σi-group for all i = 1, . . . , t and that Π ∩ σ(G) = {σ1, . . . , σn} and
Π′ ∩ σ(G) = {σn+1, . . . , σt}. Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then R is a σj-group for
some j since G is σ-soluble by hypothesis.
(1) If either R ≤ Φ(G) or σj ∈ Π, then G/R is a Π
′-closed Schmidt group.
The choice of G and Lemma 3.4 shows that G/R is not Π-closed. On the other hand, every
maximal subgroupM/R of G/R is Π-closed sinceM is Π-closed by hypothesis. Hence the hypothesis
holds for G/R. Therefore the choice of G implies that G/R is a Π′-closed Schmidt group.
(2) Φ(G) = 1, R is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and R is a Π′-group. Hence
CG(R) ≤ R.
Suppose that R ≤ Φ(G). Then G/R is a Π′-closed Schmidt group by Claim (1), so in view of
Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4, G = H1 ⋊ H2 = P ⋊ Q, where H1 = P is a p-group and H2 = Q is
a q-group for some primes p ∈ Π′ and q ∈ Π. Therefore, in fact, G is not p-nilpotent but every
maximal subgroup of G is p-nilpotent. Hence G is a p-closed Schmidt group by [11, IV, Satz 5.4], a
contradiction. Therefore R  Φ(G).
Now assume that G has a minimal normal subgroup L 6= R. Then there are maximal subgroups
M and T of G such that LM = G and RT = G. By hypothesis, M and T are Π-closed. Hence
G/L ≃ LM/L ≃ M/(M ∩ L) is Π-closed. Similarly, G/R is Π-closed and so G ≃ G/(L ∩ R) is
Π-closed, a contradiction. Hence R is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Hence CG(R) ≤ R
by [15, Chapter A, Theorem 15.6]. It is also clear that R is a Π′-group.
(3) |σ(G)| = 2. Hence G = H1H2 and n = 1.
It is clear that |σ(G)| > 1. Suppose that |σ(G)| > 2. Then, since G is σ-soluble, there are
maximal subgroups M1, M2 and M3 whose indices |G : M1|, |G : M2| and |G : M3| are pairwise
σ-coprime by Lemma 3.6.
Hence G = M1M2 = M2M3 = M1M3 and for some i and j, say i = 1 and j = 2, we have
R ≤ M1 ∩M2. Then OΠ(M1) = 1 = OΠ(M2) by Claim (2). But by hypothesis, M1 and M2 are Π-
closed and hence M1 and M2 are Π
′-groups. G =M1M2 is a Π
′-group. This contradiction completes
the proof of Claim (3).
Final contradiction. In view of Claims (2) and (3), CG(R) ≤ R ≤ H2. The subgroup RL is
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Π-closed for every proper subgroup L of H1. Hence L = 1, so |H1| is a prime and RH1 = G since
R ≤ H2 and every proper subgroup of G is Π-closed. Therefore R = H2, so R is not abelian since G is
not a Π′-closed Schmidt group. From the Frattini Argument it follows that for any prime p dividing
|R| there is a Sylow p-subgroup P of G such that H1 ≤ NG(P ), so PH1 = H1P . But H1P < G, so
H1P = H2×P . Therefore R ≤ NG(H1) and hence G = R×H1 = H1×H2 is σ-nilpotent. This final
contradiction completes the proof of the result.
Proof of Proposition 1.9. Assume that this theorem is false and let G be a counterexample
of minimal order. Then Π1 6= ∅ 6= Π2.
First suppose that Γ = ΓHσ(G) and let σj ∈ Π2. The G/F{σj}(G) is a Π2-group by hypothesis.
On the other hand, Π1 6= ∅. Hence F{σj}(G) 6= 1.
Next show that F{σj}(G) = G. Indeed, assume that F{σj}(G) < G. In view of Lemma 3.4(1),
ΓHσ(F{σj}(G)) ⊆ ΓHσ(G) and so the hypothesis holds for F{σj}(G) 6= 1. Therefore F{σj}(G) possesses
a normal Hall Π1-subgroupH by the choice of G. ThenH is characteristic in F{σj}(G), so it is normal
in G. Finally, H is a Hall Π1-subgroup of G since G/F{σj}(G) is a Π2-group and so G is Π1-closed,
a contradiction. Therefore F{σj}(G) = G for all σj ∈ Π2. Then, by Proposition 2.3, G has a normal
σj-complement Vj for all σj ∈ Π2. But then
⋂
σj∈Π2
Vj is a normal Hall Π1-subgroup of G, so G is
Π1-closed, a contradiction. Thus this theorem in the case when Γ = ΓHσ(G) is true.
Now suppose that G is σ-soluble and Γ = ΓNσ(G). The hypothesis holds for every subgroup of G,
so the choice of G implies that G is a minimal non-Π1-closed group. Then G is a Π2-closed Schmidt
subgroup of G by Proposition 1.11. But then, in view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, for some σj ∈ Π2 and
σi ∈ Π1 we have (σi, σj) ∈ E(Γ), a contradiction. Thus this theorem in the case when Γ = ΓNσ(G)
is also true.
The proposition is proved.
4 Proofs of Theorem 1.4, 1.7, and 1.13
We say, following [10], that G is σ-dispersive or G possesses σ-Hall tower if G has a normal series
1 = G1 < G2 < · · · < Gt−1 < Gt = G and a complete Hall σ-set H = {H1, . . . ,Ht} such that
GiHi = Gi+1 for all i = 1, . . . , t− 1.
The following lemma is a corollary of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 4.1. G is σ-dispersive if and only if G satisfies the Condition (1) in Theorem 1.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. (1) ⇒ (2) By hypothesis and Lemma 4.1, G has a normal series
1 = G1 < G2 < · · · < Gt−1 < Gt = G and a complete Hall σ-set H = {H1, . . . ,Ht} such that
GiHi = Gi+1 for all i = 1, . . . , t − 1. We can assume without loss of generality that Hi is σi-group
for all i. From Propositions 2.1 an 2.3 it follows that Gi+1 = F{σi}(G), so σi 6∈ (G/F{σi}(G)) since
F{σi}(G)) contains a Hall σi-subgroup Hi of G. Thus ΓHσ(G) has no circuits.
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(2) ⇒ (3) By hypothesis, ΓHσ(G) has no loops, so G is σ-soluble and ΓNσ(G) = ΓHσ(G) by
Proposition 1.2(2) and hence ΓNσ(G) has no circuits.
(3) ⇒ (1) We prove this implication by induction on |G|. First note that since ΓNσ(G) has no
circuits, there exists σi ∈ σ(G) such that for every σj ∈ σ(G)\{σi} the group G has no an Nσ-critical
subgroup A such that σj ∈ σ(A/F{σi}(A)). Taking now Π = {σi}
′ we have Π′ = {σi} and so G has
a normal Hall Π-subgroup V by Proposition 1.9. The hypothesis holds for V by Proposition 1.2,
so V is σ-dispersive by induction and Lemma 4.1. Moreover, every normal Hall subgroup of V is
characteristic in V and so normal in G. It follows that G is σ-dispersive, so (3) ⇒ (1).
The theorem is proved.
Lemma 4.2 (See Proposition 1.1 in [21]). Suppose that G = AB = Bc = AC, where A, B
and C are σ-soluble subgroups of G. If the three indices |G : A|, |G : B| and |G : C| are pairwise
σ-coprime, then G is σ–soluble.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that G = AB = AC = BC is σ-soluble, where A, B and C are subgroups
of G. Then for every Π ⊆ σ, there exists an element x ∈ G and Hall Π-subgroups AΠ, BΠ, CΠ and
GΠ of A, B, C
x and G, respectively, such that GΠ = AΠBΠ = BΠCΠ = AΠCΠ.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 1(3) in [18] or Lemma 5 in [19].
We write OΠ(G) to denote the largest normal Π-subgroup of G.
Lemma 4.4. If H is a subnormal Π-subgroup of G, then H ≤ OΠ(G).
Proof. Let H = H0 E H1 E · · · E Ht−1 E Ht = G. We prove this lemma by induction on t.
First observe that OΠ(Ht−1) is characteristic in Ht−1, so it is normal in G, so OΠ(Ht−1) ≤ OΠ(G).
On the other hand, we have H ≤ OΠ(Ht−1) by induction. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.5. If G = AB = BC = AC is σ-soluble, where the subgroups A, B and C are
Π-closed, then G is also Π-closed.
Proof. Assume that this lemma is false and let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Then
Π∩σ(G) 6= ∅ 6= Π∩σ(G). Then for at least two of the subgroups A, B, C, for A and B say, we have
Π ∩ σ(A) 6= ∅ 6= Π ∩ σ(B). Let AΠ and BΠ be the Hall Π-subgroups of A and B, respectively.
(1) If R is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then R is the unique minimal normal subgroup of
G, R  Φ(G) and σ(R) 6⊆ Π (Since the hypothesis holds for G/R, this follows from the choice of G).
(2) AΠB
x
Π = B
x
ΠAΠ is a Hall Π-subgroup of G for all x ∈ G.
From G = AB it follows that for some Hall Π-subgroup GΠ of G we have GΠ = AΠBΠ by [22,
Theorem 1.1.19] and Lemma 3.3. Moreover, from G = AB we get also that G = ABx for all x ∈ G
by [11, p. 675]. Then AΠB
x
Π = B
x
ΠAΠ is a Hall Π-subgroup of G since B
x is also Π-closed. Therefore
AΠ permutes with B
x
Π for all x ∈ G.
(3) [AΠ, B
x
Π] = 1 for all x ∈ G.
Let L = BxΠ. Then AΠ permutes with L
z = (BxΠ)
z = BxzΠ for all z ∈ G by Claim (2). Let
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H = (AΠ)
L ∩ LAΠ . Then H is subnormal subgroup of G by [22, Lemma 1.1.9(2)] and Claim (2).
But H ≤ AΠL = LAΠ, so H is a Π-group and hence in the case when H 6= 1 we have OΠ(G) 6= 1 by
Lemma 4.4. But then R ∩ OΠ(G) 6= 1 by Claim (1) and so R is a Π-group, contrary to Claim (1).
Therefore H = 1, so we have [AΠ, L] ≤ [(AΠ)
L, LAΠ ] ≤ H = 1. Hence (3) holds.
Final contradiction. Fro m Claim (3) it follows that [AΠ, (BΠ)
G] = 1, so (BΠ)
G ≤ CG(AΠ). But
BΠ 6= 1 since Π ∩ σ(B) 6= ∅. Hence from Claim (1) it follows that R ≤ (BΠ)
G ≤ CG(AΠ). Hence
1 < AΠ ≤ CG(R) ≤ R by Claim (1) and [15, Chapter A, Theorem 15.6]. But this is impossible since
σ(R) 6⊆ Π by Claim (1). This contradiction completes the proof of the result.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let Γ = ΓNσ(G) and let Γ1 = ΓNσ(A)
⋃
ΓNσ(B)
⋃
ΓNσ(C) and Γ2 =
ΓHσ(A)
⋃
ΓHσ(B)
⋃
ΓHσ(C).
(1) In view of Lemma 3.4(2), it is enough to show that Γ ⊆ Γ1. Assume that this is false and let
G be a counterexample of minimal order.
First we show that |σ(G)| = 2. Assume that |σ(G)| > 2 and let (σi, σj) ∈ E(Γ). Let Π = {σi, σj}.
Then, in view of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, for some Schmidt subgroup A of G we have and σ(A) = Π
and σj ∈ σ(A/F{σi}). Since G is σ-soluble by hypothesis, from Lemmas 3.3 it follows that G has a
Hall Π-subgroup P such that A ≤ P . Moreover, in view of Lemma 4.3, it follows that there exists an
element x ∈ G and Hall Π-subgroups AΠ, BΠ, CΠ and GΠ of A, B, C
x and G, respectively, such that
GΠ = AΠBΠ = BΠCΠ = AΠCΠ. Then the hypothesis holds for GΠ by Lemma 3.4(2) and |GΠ| < |G|
since |σ(G)| > 2. Hence the choice of G implies that
E(ΓNσ (GΠ)) ⊆ E(ΓNσ(AΠ))
⋃
E(ΓNσ(BΠ))
⋃
E(ΓNσ(CΠ)).
But every two Hall Π-subgroups of G are conjugate by Lemma 3.3, so some conjugate of A is a
subgroup of GΠ. Hence (σi, σj) ∈ E(Γ1). Therefore Γ ⊆ Γ1, a contradiction. Hence |σ(G)| = 2.
IOt follows that for some (σi, σj) ∈ E(Γ) we have
(σi, σj) 6∈ E(ΓNσ (A))
⋃
E(ΓNσ(B))
⋃
E(ΓNσ (C)).
Therefore the subgroupsA, B and C are σj-closed by Proposition 1.9 and so G is σj-closed by Lemma
3.9. But then G has no a σi-closed Nσ-critical subgroup and so (σi, σj) 6∈ E(Γ). This contradiction
completes the proof of the Statement (1).
(2) In view of Lemma 3.4(1), it is enough to show that Γ ⊆ Γ2. Assume that this is false and let
G be a counterexample of minimal order. Then
Observe that G is σ-soluble by Lemma 4.2. Let (σi, σj) ∈ E(Γ), that is, σj ∈ σ(G/F{σ}(G). ‘
First assume that D = Oσ′i(G) 6= 1. From Proposition 2.3 it follows that F{σi}(G/D) =
F{σi}(G)/D = Oσi(G/D). Therefore σj ∈ σ((G/D)/F{σ}(G/D)). On the other hand, AD/D, BD/D
and CD/D are σ-soluble subgroups of G/D and the indices |G/D : AD/D|, |G/D : BD/D|, |G/D :
CD/D| are pair σ-coprime, so the hypothesis holds for G/D. Therefore, in view of Lemma 3.4(1),
ΓHσ(G/D) ⊆ ΓHσ(AD/D)
⋃
ΓHσ(BD/D))
⋃
ΓHσ(CD/D)
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= ΓHσ(A/(D ∩A))
⋃
ΓHσ(B/(D ∩B))
⋃
ΓHσ(C/(D ∩ C))
⊆ ΓHσ(A)
⋃
ΓHσ(B)
⋃
ΓHσ(C)
by the choice of G. Hence Γ ⊆ Γ2, a contradiction. Therefore D = 1, so F{σi}(G) = Oσi(G).
From Lemma 3.3 and the hypothesis it follows that G has a Hall σj-subgroup H such that for
at least one of the subgroups A, B or C, for A say, we have H ≤ A and Oσi(G) ≤ A. On the other
hand, CG(Oσi(G)) ≤ Oσi(G) by Theorem 3.2 in [23, Chapter 6]. Hence F{σi}(A) = Oσi(A).
Assume that j 6= i. Then σj ∈ σ(A/F{σi}(A) = σ(A/Oσi(A) since H 6= 1, so (σi, σj) ∈ E(Γ2).
Finally, assume that j = i. In this case we may assume without loss of generality thatH,Oσi(G) ≤
A ∩ B. Suppose that (σi, σj) = (σi, σi) 6∈ E(Γ2). Then H = Oσi(A) = Oσi(B), so H is normal in
G = AB. But then H = F{σi}(G) and so σi = σi 6∈ σ(G/F{σi}(G)). This contradiction shows that
(σi, σj) ∈ E(Γ2) in any case. Therefore Γ ⊆ Γ2. Hence the Statement (2) holds.
The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1.12. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) is evident. The implication (2) ⇒ (3) is a
corollary of Proposition 1.2.
(3) ⇒ (4) It is enough to show that the Condition (3) implies that G is σ-soluble. Assume that
this is false. Then G is not σ-nilpotent, so it has a Schmidt subgroup A = P ⋊ Q, where P = AN
is a Sylow p-subgroup of A and Q = 〈x〉 is a cyclic Sylow q-subgroup of A for some p ∈ σi and
q ∈ σj by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Moreover, Fq(G) = G and Fp(G) = F{σi}(G) = P 〈x
q〉. Hence
σj ∈ σ(A/F{σi}(A)), so (σi, σj) ∈ E(ΓNσ(G)) = ∅, a contradiction. Hence the implication holds.
(4) ⇒ (1) Assume that this implication is false and let G be a counterexample of minimal order.
In view of Lemma 3.5(3), the hypothesis holds on G/R for every minimal normal subgroup R of G.
Therefore the choice of G implies that G/R is σ-nilpotent. If G has a minimal normal subgroup
N 6= R, then G ≃ G/(R ∩ N) is σ-nilpotent by Proposition 2.1, contrary to our assumption on G.
Hence R is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and, by Lemma 3.4, Φ(G) = 1. Therefore
CG(R) ≤ R by [15, Chapter A, Theorem 15.2]. Since G is σ-soluble by hypothesis, R is a σi-group
for some i and G has a Hall σi-subgroup H by Lemma 3.3. Then R ≤ H and H/R is a normal Hall
σi-subgroup of G/R by Proposition 2.3. Therefore NG(H) = G and CG(H) ≤ CG(R) ≤ R. But then
for some j 6= i we have σj ∈ σ(NG(H)/HCG(H)), that is, σj ∈ E(ΓσHal(G)) = ∅. This contradiction
completes the proof of the implication.
The theorem is proved.
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